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Question: If a speeder is traveling at 75 
m/hr and the police is not moving, how is it 
possible for a police car to actually catch 
the speeder? 

1) Question & TOC                
2) Discuss car on ramp lab                      
3) PPT notes               
4) Reflection                               
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5 Acceleration & X/t Graphs
4 Acceleration & Motion Diagrams
3 Graph Car Down Ramp
2 Car Down Ramp Lab
1 Review Motion Diagrams
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Zinszer Tangents Police and the Speeder Power Point 2014.pptx
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The Police and Speeder 

Slope, Triangles, and the 
X/t Graph
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What can we observe about the police car and the speeder?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FulOWRhh9c0







































What would the motion diagram look like for the speeding car?
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What does this motion diagram indicate about the velocity of the speeding car?





































This motion diagram indicates the speeding car has a constant velocity.





































What would the X/t graph look like for the speeding car?
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You can see that this slope shows the speeding car has a constant velocity    













































How is the slope on this graph different from the previous graph?



What does this slope tell us about the velocity of the speeding car?











































While the length of the blue line is longer than the red line, both have the same slope and therefore show the same constant velocity.  





































What would the motion diagram for the police look like?
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What does this motion diagram indicate about the velocity of the police car?















































This motion diagram indicates that the police car has an increasing velocity.















































If turned vertically, the motion diagram would look like this…

  The new vertical motion diagram also demonstrates increasing velocity











































































Add the graph, &  you can see how  motion diagrams and X/t graphs relate.





































How could we determine the velocity of the police car at a specific time using the X/t graph?





































What is the problem using rise/run below to determine the velocity of the police car?









































The velocity is changing so we would only get an Average Velocity on the graph.  





































It is difficult to pinpoint the exact time the Average Velocity occurred.



















































































































































































































































TBI:  If we can place the slope of the triangle along the curve



Then we can determine the velocity at a specific time…but as the triangle gets smaller, so does the accuracy.



































What can we do to have an accurate velocity calculation from the X/t graph?









































We can pinpoint an exact velocity using slope at different points in time.

		It works like this…..

















































1.  Identify the time at which you want to calculate velocity.



	5 sec







Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































2.  Circle this point on the slope.



5 sec









Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































3. Identify        1 second before and  1 second after this point in time on the slope.













5 sec



Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































4. Draw a line from the  1st point across 2 seconds. This is the RUN.













5 sec

RUN



Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5. Draw a line from the base up to the 2nd point. This creates the RISE on the triangle.

5 Sec















RUN

RISE



Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5 Sec













RUN

RISE

6. The Secant between the points is the slope at that instant in time!! 





Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5 Sec













RUN



7. Now determine the rise or ΔX  for this slope.

ΔX 



Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5 Sec













 ΔT 



ΔX 

8. Next,   find the run or ΔT  for this slope. 





Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5 Sec













 ΔT 



ΔX 

9. When you divide the, you ΔX by the  ΔT, you determine   velocity at that instant in time!!

V = ΔX 

        ΔT



Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5 Sec











 ΔT



ΔX 

V = 14 m 

       2 sec

7 m 

  sec 

V = 

V = Xf - Xi 

        Tf - Ti

V = 25m-11m 

       6 s – 4 s





Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level















































10.  The slope from each secant  will show the velocity of the police car at each time.   

Velocity inst.











































The slopes on  can also be used when we have positive or negative slopes.





























































Calculating the slope at the center of the hypotenuse











































































…will provide the instantaneous velocity for each point in time.











































































Now, we can determine if the slope is speeding up or slowing down...

slow

slow

fast

fast



























































…or going forwards or backwards.

slow

fast

slow

fast





































































From this X/t graph, how many seconds did it take the police to catch the speeder? 













































https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FulOWRhh9c0





Finally, during the video, how long did it actually take the police to catch the speeder?  













































How might this X/t graph be  different from our example?
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What can we observe about the police car and the speeder?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FulOWRhh9c0







































What would the motion diagram look like for the speeding car as he passed the cop?
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What does this motion diagram indicate about the velocity of the speeding car?





































This motion diagram indicates the speeding car has a constant velocity.





































What would the X/t graph look like for the speeding car?
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You can see that this slope shows the speeding car has a constant velocity    













































How is the slope on this graph different from the previous graph?



What does this slope tell us about the velocity of the speeding car?











































While the length of the blue line is longer than the red line, both have the same slope and therefore show the same constant velocity.  





































What would the motion diagram for the police look like as he chased the speeder?
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What does this motion diagram indicate about the velocity of the police car?















































This motion diagram indicates that the police car has an increasing velocity.















































If turned vertically, the motion diagram would look like this…

  The new vertical motion diagram also demonstrates increasing velocity











































































Add the graph, &  you can see how  motion diagrams and X/t graphs relate.





































How could we determine the velocity of the police car at a specific time using the X/t graph?





































What is the problem using rise/run below to determine the velocity of the police car?









































The velocity is changing so we would only get an Average Velocity on the graph.  





































It is difficult to pinpoint the exact time the Average Velocity occurred.



















































































































































































































































TBI:  If we can place the slope of the triangle along the curve



Then we can determine the velocity at a specific time…but as the triangle gets smaller, so does the accuracy.



































What can we do to have an accurate velocity calculation from the X/t graph?









































We can pinpoint an exact velocity using slope at different points in time.

		It works like this…..

















































1.  Identify the time at which you want to calculate velocity.







0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































2.  Circle this point on the slope.
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































3. Identify        1 second before and  1 second after this point in time on the slope.
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































4. Draw a line from the  1st point across 2 seconds. This is the RUN.













RUN
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5. Draw a line from the base up to the 2nd point. This creates the RISE on the triangle.















RUN

RISE
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level

























































RUN

RISE

6. The Secant between the points is the slope at that instant in time!! 
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level













































5 Sec













RUN



7. Now determine the rise or ΔX  for this slope.

ΔX 
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level

























































 ΔT 



ΔX 

8. Next,   find the run or ΔT  for this slope. 
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level

























































 ΔT 



ΔX 

9. When you divide the, you ΔX by the  ΔT, you determine   velocity at that instant in time!!
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V = Xf - Xi 

        Tf - Ti



Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level























































Ti    Tf



Xf



Xi 

V = 14 m 

       2 sec

7 m 

  sec 

V = 

V = Xf - Xi 

        Tf - Ti

V = 25m-11m 

       6 s – 4 s
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Click to edit Master text styles

Second level

Third level

Fourth level

Fifth level















































10.  The slope from each secant  will show the velocity of the police car at each time.   

Velocity inst.











































The slopes on  can also be used when we have positive or negative slopes.





























































Now, we can determine if the slope is speeding up or slowing down...

slow

slow

fast

fast



























































…or going forwards or backwards.

slow

fast

slow

fast



























































Calculating the slope at the center of the hypotenuse











































































…will provide the instantaneous velocity for each point in time.





















































































From this X/t graph, how many seconds did it take the police to catch the speeder? 













































https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FulOWRhh9c0





Finally, during the video, how long did it actually take the police to catch the speeder?  













































How might this X/t graph be  different from our example?
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